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Magnetic Healing 
 
 
The Magnetic Healing is a simple yet deep healing that facilitates experiencing directly how electro-magnetic 
waves of energy feel.  It allows the healer and client to feel the electro-magnetic aspect of the aura and the 
pull that exists between humans and universal energy fields in life.    
 
The goal of spiritual work is to become sensitive enough to feel called and energetically pulled toward our 
purpose rather than being called to our mind’s illusions of what might be good for us or mind-created desires 
or needs.  Finding a soul mate is at first an inner pull that once together creates the opportunity for contact 
and stimulation of body chemistry, but the initial pull feels like gravity.   
 
At the level of our energy field we are made up of electro-magnetic waves that are limitless and hold infinite 
amounts of information that are the seeds of what we call consciousness.  Those waves that resonate at 
similar vibrations attract each other, combine and collapse into particles that serve the wave’s higher 
intention and create specific kinds of matter. Some human.   
 
To create a body and the world and universe, the waves made up of the 11 upper non-form chakra gateway 
frequencies must collapse into particles that form atoms and then are the building blocks for molecules, cells 
and solid matter.  Those finite cells still have the wave within them and the higher purpose for attraction 
exists and creates physical gravity in the macro universe, where galaxies with trillions of stars and solar 
systems are pulled together because they have a resonance with each other and the invisible magnetic black 
hole at their centers.  Planets and moons push and pull each other into perfect orbits around each other, 
cultures and families create constellations that push and pull each of its tribe into roles, and at the level of 
your cells and biochemistry and atoms, you are also held together by an invisible force of gravity.    
 
The electro-magnetic waves hold the soul wisdom and intention of why forms exist and how they are to 
combine.  The Magnetic healing is where you are learning to feel directly called in the world.   
 
You can feel when you are drawn into a room or to a person or pushed out or away. That is the electro-
magnetic energy field gravity of the room connecting with your specific gravity and creating a pull, a ‘yes’ or a 
push, a ‘no’.  When we are aware of this energy, we can literally feel how the chakras pull us around 
physically in the world.   
 
From the magnetic level, you can understand people, jobs, and what is good for your health just by being 
more magnetically aware of how it calls you.  The Magnetic healing teaches the healer and the client how to 
become aware of the pull first.  Then feel the deeper meaning of the calling by moving toward it in life.  
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Preparation For Healing: 
1. Start with normal healing prep. 
2. Do the Bow  
3. Release the Knees  
4. Do the Mind Clearing Technique.  

 
 
 
Open Up the Palm Chakras:  

Begin by rubbing the hands together, establishing and feeling your heart magnetism connecting to you 
via the palms. The heart chakra runs through the inner arms to the palms. With palms facing each other, 
start moving hands towards and away from each other and find the points where you build up so much 
electricity between the hands that you cannot move them apart or push them together if you wanted to. 
Build up that energy, widen your stance and allow that energy to come up through you. It can be hot or 
cool, sense it when pushing and pulling palms away from and towards each other and feel the energy 
build. The magnetism is always there - you will find it.  
 
Once that magnetic ball is built between the hands, maintain the magnetic field you built between your 
hands, and slowly and gently turn the palms towards the client and hover over the heart chakra. 

 
 
 
Place Hands:   

With palms hovering over the heart chakra (this can be used over any energy center), create the exact 
same magnetism between you and the client’s field that you had between your palms. Feel the push and 
pull again over the heart chakra.  

 
While supporting the client’s field, you will feel the need for expansion or the need to come in more. You 
can press to push the field in and pull to pull the field out. Notice and support the need of your client. As 
you widen your field, you may be able to lift up their field a little bit, but no major pulling out of field. Or 
you may choose to push the field in a bit. Notice what would best support your client.  
 
The intention is to come into relationship with the client at the magnetic level. This means there will be 
information flowing back and forth that is non-mental and non-verbal. The Healer is sharing a part of 
themself that is wave and non-thinking. No thinking, no fixing, just connecting through the heart. When 
working with different clients, notice the difference in people and how high up or where their heart field is.  
 
Feel the magnetic connection to your client, where you are locked in and it’s hard to pull apart - that is 
the goal.  Genuinely connect to your client.  You are awakening this same connection in the client. 
Honoring the magnet between you and another person heals. This is relationship. The heart is where all 
the power is. When it feels complete, gently pull your hands out. 
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